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Is the survival shovel the ultimate survival tool?

In our lives we can sometimes be faced with a serious emergency survival situation. This could be a serious
fire, flood, hurricane, earthquake, you could be trapped in the wilderness, or there could be some sort of
political upheaval. To ensure you survive through these crises, it’s prudent to have adequate food, water,
medical supplies and other gear for you and your family. It’s also a good idea to have some survival tools on
hand as well because you never know when you’ll need a tool to do a specific job.   No one tool can do
everything, but as most survivalist and preppers will tell you, having a back up tool is vitally important.   The
ultimate back up multitool is the survival shovel and they’re generally so small and compact that they can
easily fit into your bug out bag. They’re also perfect for backpacking because backpacking can quickly
become a wilderness survival situation.

Kopwin Survival shovels!
One survival tool we often need is a good portable shovel.  You’re probably now thinking of an entrenching tool
that is used by the military:

Entrenching tool in action
A camping shovel is a critical tool because we often need one to dig a fire pit or a sanitation hole, for example.
They’re quite small shovels, about a foot and a half that also have a bunch of other features included.
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Kopwin MTS-800 MultiTool Survival Shovel

 Survival shovel features
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Uses for your new Kopwin Multitool Shovel

 Shovel

 New item

 Axe

 Hoe

 Saw

 Hammer

 Rescue Knife

 Wire Cutter

 Bottle Opener

 Fire Starter – �resteel

 Whistle

 Glass Breaker

 Ice Breaker

 Fish Scaler

 Multi Function Knife

 9pc Screwdriver Set

 Rope Cutter

 Hexagon Wrench- 2 sizes

 Measuring Device

 Sharp Knife

 Compass

 Wire Cutter
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Other uses for your new Kopwin Multitool Shovel

 Hammering

 Opening a bottle

 As a paddle

 Chopping

  Sawing

 An anchor

 As a hoe

 As a pick

 Sanitation – you don’t want the germs from waste to make you sick

 A hook to climb

 As a blade for clearing brush

 To dig cat holes

 Getting your vehicle out of trouble if you’re off road

 Bury trash – for hygiene purposes and also to cover your tracks

 Covering your tracks – if you don’t want to be found, you need to cover your

tracks

 As a weapon

 Making �re pits

 Clearing brush

 To use as a stake when making a shelter

 Fire suppression – you can easily put out a �re

 Water puri�cation

 Staving off infections from cuts – if you dig with sticks you’re much more likely

to cut your hands or forearms

 Tactical knife

 Whistle

 Paracord
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And there is more.............................

 Extracting nails

 Safer camp �res – you can dig a hole for your �re so it’s less likely to spread

 Scale �sh

 Pry tool

 When you vehicle runs off the road or get stuck in muck, shovel dirt under the

tires to get going again

 If your indoor sanitation facilities go kaput, dig yourself a pit toilet or latrine

 Control a camp�re by building trenches outside of the ring of �re

 Dig edible roots while foraging for food

 Likewise, enjoy free food as you dig clams, geoducks, and oysters at the beach

 Use as an all-purpose garden shovel and hoe

 Dig a hole to store your hidden cache and then later, retrieve your items

 Kill snakes and varmints

 Build a trench around your shelter during under adverse conditions

 Dig a fox hole for hiding and keeping warm at night

 Build in-ground traps to snare predators

 Chop branches and wood for building �res or for use in a rocket stove

 Folded at 90 degrees, use as a pick axe to break through snow and ice on your

porch or driveway

 Use the handle to serve as a makeshift TP holder (I just had to include this

one!)

 Use as a personal weapon for self-defense when chasing bad-guys or zombies

 New item

**It’s also a great option to keep in your vehicle for a “just in case”
situation because it’s simply so versatile.**
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Using your new Kopwin Multitool Shovel

Your new Kopwin shovel has many many uses and functions and we will try to
cover most of them here. 

As you can see above, it can be put together using all the pieces or the pieces
can be used together with different integrations.  

Let's have a look at the different integrations and features of all the tools in your
new shovel kit.......
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As shown below, the SHOVEL HANDLE can be used with 3 different
sizes, depending on how many handle pieces are screwed together. 

The ICE-PICK ACCESSORY can be screwed inside one of the 2 handle
extensions as shown below...
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In the same way as the ice picker can be screwed into one of the
handles, the KNIFE ACCESSORY can do the same.

The   is inserted into the top part of the
handle, the one with the compass at the top.

SCREWDRIVER ACCESSORY
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The top part of the handle that contains the compass, can be
unscrewed to reveal the FLINT and EMERGENCY WHISTLE.

The FLINT is magnesium for easier and better striking results and is
also replace by simply unscrewing from the base.
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THANK YOU again for purchasing our products! 
 
We are PROUD to use our products and also PROUD to sell them! 
 
If you have ANY questions, inquiries or comments on our products or others,
please contact us at any of the following email and social media platforms..... 
 
KopwinBrand@gmail.com           Kopwin.com                         Facebook

From your Friends............ Robert and Kelly!
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